Wimbledon, December 2015 - Roomspace, headquartered in Wimbledon, S.W. London, the
UK’s longest established and leading serviced apartment provider with properties in the UK,
Spain and Portugal, are delighted to share the opening of two new locations on the Iberian
Peninsula, Pozuelo Apartments in Madrid and Apartments Pau Claris in Barcelona.
Pozuelo Apartments-Madrid
“The rising demand for corporate accommodation in Madrid is exciting and with our latest
apartments in Pozuelo we can offer our clients even more choice of high quality corporate
accommodation", says Mariel Martinez, Business Manager Iberia & LATAM for Roomspace.
Our latest apartments are located in Pozuelo, a sought after residential district in the North –
West of Madrid. Pozuelo has all amenities including shops, restaurants, schools and green
areas. Three minutes walking from Dos Castillas underground and providing easy access to the
centre of Madrid. All apartments come with WI-FI, weekly housekeeping and 24 hour guest
care.

Pau Claris Apartments - Barcelona
“We are delighted with the addition of Pau Claris in the heart of Barcelona to our portfolio.
We are experiencing increasing demand for this type of high level apartment community
in Spain´s vibrant second city”, continues Claire Vincent, Sales Director Roomspace.
Our new serviced apartment building is situated in the heart of Barcelona. A short walk from
Catalunya Square and Passeig de Gracia, with its high-end boutiques and buildings in Gaudi
style. They offer easy access to the main business districts as well as the main transport hub in
the city. The nearest tube stations are Urquinaona, Catalunya and Passeig de Gracia. The
aerobus to/from the airport is only a few minutes walk from the apartment.
"Our Roomspace brand continues to grow rapidly across the Continent and we are
delighted to have added another location in Madrid, where our demand continues to rise",
adds Jo Layton - MD Group Commercial Sales. "The opening of the Roomspace brand in
Barcelona is part of our ongoing strategy to be one of the most recognised and
successful serviced apartment operators on the Iberian Peninsula", she concludes.
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About Roomspace
Roomspace is the longest established corporate housing brand in the UK. Founded in 1995,
Roomspace provides 450 + high quality fully furnished and serviced apartments for corporate
stays of any kind (extended business stays, relocations, project work) in London, the Home
Counties, Madrid in Spain and Lisbon in Portugal.

